Summary: Trying to race to Starbase 321 to plead their case before the Ambassador, the Pharaoh takes a beating from pursuing Oiut ships who are desperate to stop them.  Holed up like a mouse with two alley cats pacing around trying to track them...can the Pharaoh get herself out of this?  Or will this small cave in an unmarked asteroid become their tomb?


Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission 10605.18 .>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Quchant says:
::pacing the bridge::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::In the turbolift heading back to the bridge.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::climbs out from under the console in Engineering and stands up::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Is at his station on the Bridge trying to ascertain where the Ouit Ships are without giving away their position.::
CIV_S`Sath says:
::comes in and sits at second tactical station::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::at the helm, rechecking that all propulsion systems are hot ready, in case we need to get out of here in a hurry::  
CMO_Balena says:
::finishes going over all the patients and taps his combadge:: *ACO*: Balena to Santiago
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Feels the turbolift stop and exits onto the bridge.  Taking a deep breath.::  AXO:  Cmdr, status report.  ::hears her combadge.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::activates a diagnostic::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CMO*:  Santiago here doctor.
CIV_S`Sath says:
::does a scan of the ships:::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: We're sitting tight so far....can't see them...and they can't see us
OPS_Sanford says:
AXO:  It's only a matter of time before they figure out we're in here.  We need to make a move.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  How many out there?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  How long do you think we can sit in here?
CMO_Balena says:
*ACO*: Sir we have lost 3 crewmembers, 15 are still in critical and the rest have been released
OPS_Sanford says:
AXO:  There are two ships.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Runs a hand through her hair.::  *CMO*:  That is still quite a bit.  Keep at it Doctor.  I know how things are down there when things get busy.  I'll help out when I can.
AXO_Quchant says:
OPS: Yes....they are probably running progressive scans for us...we don't have long
FCO_Hawkes says:
::tasks navigational proximity sensors, maps out the cavern, and plots degrees points::  ACO/AXO:  I'm showing positive status on the impulse engines.  Warp is...  Down.
OPS_Sanford says:
AXO:  I have an idea.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  ETA on warp engines?
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  I'll check.
AXO_Quchant says:
OPS: Oh?
CMO_Balena says:
*ACO*: Understood sir but the 15 in critical only time will tell right now
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Well we can’t go anywhere without the warp engines...
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Bridge to engineering.  I need word on the warp drive
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: Not fast anyway
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CMO*:  Understood.  Please keep me informed.  Santiago out.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  We could probably crawl faster to get away from the Out.
OPS_Sanford says:
AXO:  What if we left a buoy in the asteroid here.  We mask our power signature and leave the asteroid and once we're out, we activate the buoy to emit strong readings as if we were in there.. the Ouit Ships may try to engage the asteroid and when that happens we can disable their ships and leave the area.
CMO_Balena says:
::moves into his office and take a seat behind his desk::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: Get out and push...I'll steer
Host Beth says:
ACTION: There is a slight vibration that runs quickly through the ship's hull and deck plates. It stops, then starts again at irregular intervals.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Scoffs::  AXO:  Cmdr, you are the man, you get out and push.
AXO_Quchant says:
OPS: That's not a bad idea...  Commander...what do you think?
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: I'm getting that answer now.  Looks like 20 minutes to start.  If you want high warp, it may be a bit longer.
CMO_Balena says:
::feels his chair and desk shake for a second:: Self: What the heck?
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Understood, do what you can.  Out.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  Engineering says 20 minutes to restore warp drive, sir.
OPS_Sanford says:
ACO:  You do know that both males and females are treated equally in the Federation.  ::Smiles briefly.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Feels the ship shake.::  All:  What the.....
CEO_Rydyll says:
::feels the vibration:: Self: What the.....just my luck.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Laughs slightly::  OPS:  Yeah but I'm an old fashion kind of gal.
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: I think they are firing at the asteroids
CEO_Rydyll says:
EO's: Okay people track down that vibration now!
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: Don’t even dream of it.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  Understood..  Plot evasive manoeuvres.  I want to make a quick escape.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  already laid in.  
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Looks at Quchant.::  AXO:  What do you think our chances are... running I mean?
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: What do you think of the OPS Idea?
CEO_Rydyll says:
::checks engines to see if the vibration is from them::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: We could run from asteroid to asteroid...they may get us eventually
CIV_S`Sath says:
ACO: Chances at escaping are 24,9923%
Host ACO_Santiago says:
ACO:  I like it, if the Ouit cannot see us leave the cavern... is there another way out?
CMO_Balena says:
::starts going through his padds and inputting new information into the crew medical records::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Or we get smucked by one... The Ouit may let nature take its course.
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: It's a shame we don't have even a slightest bit of warp power
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: We could do a small warp jump
CIV_S`Sath says:
::does tactical scan of Ouit vessels::
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> ::starts checking conduits to see if the vibration is a power surge::
OPS_Sanford says:
CIV:  Twenty-four percent?  I'd have better luck trying to figure out Lieutenant Rydyll.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  If we get the warp back yeah.... ;;turns to Hawkes::
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: 60% chance using fractal geometry.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::checks out the series of rapid succession evasive manoeuvres laid out into the navigational computer::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  How do you like playing monkey in the middle of asteroids while warp jumping?
Host Beth says:
INFO: The composition of the asteroid is keeping the Pharaoh from scanning the Oiut ships.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  It’s tricky, and we have a warp drive that isn't 100 percent.  Do we really want to risk it?
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: We could let the computer plot the course.. it'll react faster than us...no offence
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: its suicide staying in this field for to long of a time.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The vibration is stronger now and coming faster.  It can be felt while sitting and standing at consoles.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CIV:  It maybe suicide either way.  But everyone is right.  We can't stay here..
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: I think that's our call
Host ACO_Santiago says:
All:  What the.....
OPS_Sanford says:
ACO, AXO:  If we're going to do this, we need to do it now.  Adjusting the buoy will take a few minutes.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CEO*:  Rydyll, what is going on?!?
CEO_Rydyll says:
::grabs her console with one hand and swears under her breath::
CMO_Balena says:
::hears his padds fall of his desk as he feels the vibrations again::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Do the buoys Cmdr.  Do a couple and place them in different places.  Let the Ouit try and determine where we truly are.
FCO_Hawkes says:
AXO:  None taken, but I've always believed that piloting is just as much Intuition as it is skill.  I wouldn't like to totally trust the computer.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: If I had the answer for that, Commander, I'd have it fixed.  It isn't my people or my department from what we can tell.  I'd say get someone to check the asteroid.
CMO_Balena says:
*CEO*: Chief I'm having some deck vibrations in sickbay
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: ::adds almost as an afterthought:: Ma'am.
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: Let the computer make suggestions....and keep an eye on it
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and begins configuring the buoys.::  CIV:  S'Sath, do you think you could help me here?
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: What do you need?
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: Sir.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CEO*:  Understood.  Status on the Warp looks like we will be leaving very very shortly.  The asteroid may want to eat us.
FCO_Hawkes says:
AXO:  And what if I think the computer is going to auger us into one of those rocks out there?
OPS_Sanford says:
::Brings up a sensor readout of the inside of the asteroid and points to a few areas.::  CIV:  Do you think if we left the buoys in these locations that it'll be good enough?
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: build in the collision detection routines
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: We're getting close.  I'll contact you the moment it is available.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CEO*:  Very good.  Santiago out.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::leaves the console and heads to another to check other internal scans::
CMO_Balena says:
::starts to picks up the padds of the floor::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::nods to the AXO and rubs his head::  Self:  We're going to die.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  Keep that finger on the go button.  We are about to leave.
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: It's a good day then
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: I will run some calculations sir.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  Aye sir.  ::readies thrusters::
CIV_S`Sath says:
::runs the calculations::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Cmdr you have 3 minutes.
CEO_Rydyll says:
EO's: Okay, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Commander wants warp.  You have 5 minutes to give it to her.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Cmdr we are going to leave in 4 minutes whether or not we are ready.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and goes back to configuring the buoys to emit the Pharaoh's power signature.::  ACO:  We're almost ready to launch the buoys.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Launch when ready.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::notices the strange glances we get:: EOs: Don't tell me it can't be done.  Just do it! ::grumbles and heads back to the main console::
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The ship suddenly lurches to the side as the whole asteroid seems to shift violently left.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Falls to the floor with a thud.::
OPS_Sanford says:
CIV:  We need the calculations now.
CMO_Balena says:
::drops his padd and grabs his desk::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Holds onto his console.::
CMO_Balena says:
::quickly get out of his office and exits sickbay::
AXO_Quchant says:
All: We don't have much time
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> ::finishes his scan just as he's thrown to the floor::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
All:  Let’s get out of here.
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: One aft and one port.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  Get us out.  ::Slowly gets to her feet.::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::confirms the nav. calculations::  ACO:  Hang onto your lunch
CMO_Balena says:
::starts to make his way to the bridge::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::punches full thrusters, manually guiding the Pharaoh through the cavern and towards the exit::
CIV_S`Sath says:
;::hands the calculations to ops::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: I can have warp in a few minutes but we may overload the warp drive and the power conduits by doing so, Commander.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Let's pray they don't see us leave because we can't outrun them.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::wraps one leg around a chair to keep herself in her seat and braces the other against the wall::
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: full speed
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and transports the buoy to the locations.::  CIV:  Check to see that we are linked with the buoys.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CEO*:  Just as long it gets us far away from the Ouit we can try and repair later.
OPS_Sanford says:
ACO:  I've transported the buoys to the designated coordinates.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::working controls::  AXO:  she's giving all she has.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Excellent.
CIV_S`Sath says:
::checks to see if the buoys are linked::
FCO_Hawkes says:
ALL:  exiting the cavern in 10 seconds::
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: Yes sir.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: Understood Ma'am.
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: Link is good sir,.
OPS_Sanford says:
CIV:  As soon as we've exited the asteroid, activate the buoys.
CIV_S`Sath says:
OPS: Understood sir.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*CEO*  Lt, we are leaving whether the engines are ready or not.  We don't have a choice.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: Hawkes, you'd better have a good heading.  I can't guarantee how long warp will last when I have it for you. ::continues her work::
CMO_Balena says:
::steps onto the bridge::
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Heading?  
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Takes a deep breath and moves her shoulder, sharp pain goes through it.::
OPS_Sanford says:
ACO:  Commander, I think S'Sath can handle the buoys, I should go give Lieutenant Rydyll a hand in Engineering.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*ACO*: Impulse is fine, it's the warp that's the problem.  I almost have it.  Hang on.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Please do.  Just be ready to return to the bridge on a moments notice.
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: You can't go to warp without a heading...or do I really need to come up there and teach you to fly Hawkes?
Host Beth says:
ACTION: the Pharaoh exits the asteroid and almost flies directly into another one as they see massive activity in the field.  Explosions off in the short distance can be seen as the Oiut ships are destroying the asteroids one by one causing them to rebound like pool balls.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::executes first series of evasive manoeuvres, goes to full impulse::  
AXO_Quchant says:
::looks at the pain on the ACO's face::
FCO_Hawkes says:
Self:  I love small ships, I love small ships.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Activates the buoys.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Takes her seat babying her shoulder.::
AXO_Quchant says:
CMO: Doc....
AXO_Quchant says:
::points to the ACO's shoulder::
CMO_Balena says:
AXO: Sir
FCO_Hawkes says:
::executes seconds series of manoeuvres::  *CEO*:  Rydyll!  Warp speed would be nice right about now!
OPS_Sanford says:
::Leaves the buoys to S'Sath's control and heads off the bridge towards the turbolift.::  Computer:  Deck Two.
CEO_Rydyll says:
Jo: Get on it now.  Replace that conduit!  You have 1 minute or you'll be floating home!
Host Beth says:
INFO: The buoys start giving working and giving off false readings.  The explosions stop as the Oiut ships turn almost as one and head over to where the Pharaoh just left.
CMO_Balena says:
::notices what the AXO is pointing at and grab a med kit
OPS_Sanford says:
::Waits as the lift takes him down and once it stops he leaves it and then heads over to Engineering.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: 4 minutes, we're finishing replacing a conduit.  I'm going as fast as I can.  I didn't choose where we landed.  Rydyll out.
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out a medical tricorder and starts to scan the ACO shoulder::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::executes third series of manoeuvres::  Self:  Oh that's cold.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Feels the Doc beside her.::  CMO:  Hmmmm why aren't you in sickbay and what do you think you are doing?
CEO_Rydyll says:
::feels a wave of dizziness and shakes her head:: Self: Not now...do that later. ::replaces the final two chips::
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: Nice....at least we saved her engines a little bit
OPS_Sanford says:
::Enters Engineering.::  CEO:  Need any help down here?  ::Can't help but feel responsible with the condition of the ship.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CMO:  And stop scanning me.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  ETA to exit the Asteroid field?
CMO_Balena says:
ACO: Sir well me fix this up for you
CEO_Rydyll says:
::glances up then returns to her console:: OPS: Jo needs to finish replacing that conduit so we can go to warp.
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: One of the Ouit ships is heading are way captain.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CMO:  Fix what.  It's just a bruise.  It only hurts when I move it.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> CEO: I'll have it in just a minute. ::reaches to start melding the piece into place::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CIV:  Understood.  Keep an eye on her.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and then hurries over to Jo.::  Jo:  Let's get this thing in before Cooper goes mad up on the Bridge.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO: 30 seconds.  ::dives under a large asteroid::  Make that 40
AXO_Quchant says:
::glances up at alarm at the Civ's announcement::
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> OPS: Here, if you'll hold this into place, I can meld it that much faster.
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: be the ship....be the ship
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Oh boy we need warp now...
OPS_Sanford says:
::Holds it for the Ensign.::
CIV_S`Sath says:
::runs an scan on the vessel::
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> OPS: Okay, just....about....done.
CEO_Rydyll says:
<EO_Jo> CEO: Conduit is in place!
CEO_Rydyll says:
::checks for warp::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Looks over to Rydyll.::
CMO_Balena says:
ACO: Sir well let me doing my job
CEO_Rydyll says:
::pounds the console:: *FCO*: Commander, warp now!  Let's go!
FCO_Hawkes says:
AXO:  It's ok.  I'm a leaf on the wind.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Looks at Balena and grins.::  CMO:  You know how many times I've used that line?
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: Commander....you're a really bad patient...should I suggest to the Doctor he'd be better off treating you in sickbay?
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: Both Ouit ships are heading are way Captain.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Smiles hoping for things to go smoothly.  He moves over to Jordana and pats her shoulder.::  CEO:  Good job.  ::Smiles.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Looks at Quchant.::  AXO:  Hmmmmm no, that is ok.  He can treat me here.  ::Grins::  You are as bad as my sister you know.
CMO_Balena says:
ACO: Well then you know that I'm not going to give up
CEO_Rydyll says:
::shrugs away from the touch:: OPS: Warp is going...for now.  That doesn't mean I'm done. ::jumps up from her chair::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CMO:  Yeah yeah... do what you have to.
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO:   ::grins::  Well...thank you....I think...
Host Beth says:
ACTION: Overloaded with repairs and too much power a console explodes near where OPS is standing lighting his pants leg on fire.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::enters manoeuvres at will, calling them up at random::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Chuckles::
CEO_Rydyll says:
EOs: Okay, we don't know how long warp will last.  Get repair teams ready NOW! ::turns back just as Sanford's pants light up like a fourth of July picnic::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Jumps back a bit but then realizes his pant leg is on fire.::  Self:  Uh oh.  ::Tries to stop the fire.::
AXO_Quchant says:
::grabs a mobile fire suppression kit::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::gets a green status light on the warp drive, immediately engages the warp drive::
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out a hypo and uses it on the ACO neck:: ACO: Here is something for the pain
CEO_Rydyll says:
::pushes Sanford throwing him to the ground::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Falls on the ground.::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::fighting with the controls::  ACO: The warp field is extremely unstable...  Attempting to compensate.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::sees the fire suppression system isn't kicking in and pulls off her jacket to put out the fire::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Feels the pain lessen.::  CMO:  Oooo that does feel good.
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: That's what you sister said
CIV_S`Sath says:
::feels a headache:: CMO: I think I need something for a headache.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  Ok just get us far enough away before we explode.   CIV:  Status of the Ouit ship?
CIV_S`Sath says:
::feeling a bit of pain:: CO: Both are following us.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The fire rolls up OPS leg and then goes out under the CEO's actions.  Leaving OPS with one pant leg flapping in the breeze and a very nice bar-b-cue smell.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  Explode?  We don't wanna explode.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::slaps her uniform jacket against Sanford's leg::
CMO_Balena says:
ACO: Well that will last a few hours and I expect to so up in sickbay so I can properly fix that arm
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Hey you and my sister's personal life don't belong on the bridge.  ::Grins::
CEO_Rydyll says:
*CMO*: Medical emergency in Engineering.  Commander Sanford has been injured.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Sighs softly.::  CEO:  These were my best pants.
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: You better fly us out of the way then
CEO_Rydyll says:
*FCO*: Warp may not last much longer.  We're overloading down here.
CMO_Balena says:
::quickly close the med kit and heads for the bridge exit::
OPS_Sanford says:
CEO:  Looks like I have my own guardian angel here on the Pharaoh.  ::Smiles briefly.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CMO:  Hmmmm Ok....  I think I know where it is.  ::Has every intention in treating herself.::
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: You'll replicate new ones.  Just lie still.
FCO_Hawkes says:
AXO:  doing the best I can boss.
CMO_Balena says:
*CEO*: Understood I'm on my way
CIV_S`Sath says:
CMO: I need some help sir.
CIV_S`Sath says:
CMO: Bad headache.
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Understood.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::checks nav sensors for a system to hide out in::
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: Then he should do a better job at protecting you.   Stay down, I must check the engines.
CMO_Balena says:
CIV: It will have to wait but I'll be back as soon as possible
OPS_Sanford says:
CEO:  You still need my help.  ::Gets up from the ground.::
CIV_S`Sath says:
CMO: I bet your enjoying seeing someone in pain.
AXO_Quchant says:
CIV: What's the weaponry of the Ouit ships compared to ours?
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The Ouit ships are closing the gap.  They have the Pharaoh locked in their sights and are on the hunt.  Sensors show two more ships joining them but are still a few minutes behind the first two.
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: Commander, you may outrank me but this is my department.  Sit down or I will have you escorted from Engineering.
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: Two more ships are joining them.
FCO_Hawkes says:
::glances at the warp field monitors, doesn't like the flashing red indicators::
CMO_Balena says:
::stops right back at the door:: CIV: What did you just say?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CIV:  Oh goody a party.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::walks to the console that overloaded and sees it's dead::
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  I can't stay ahead of them sir.  Recommend we turn and fight.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Quch... is there any where we can go?
OPS_Sanford says:
CEO:  I broke these systems.  I want to help fix them.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CIV:  Weapon status?
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: One to one they are equal.
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: Get your leg fixed first.  Burned flesh may upset the stomachs of some of the weaker Engineers.
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: If we fight...let's use the asteroid field to our advantage
CMO_Balena says:
::steps back out of the door and heads to engineering::
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: Weapons online.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Agreed..
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: There will be plenty of repairs to do if Hawkes doesn't get us back to impulse soon.  Engines won't take much more right now.
FCO_Hawkes says:
AXO:  Are you suggesting a crazy Ivan?
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: ::grins::  Yup
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: Shields at 80%.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Ok Quch go crazy... you have the fight.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and winces a bit.::  CEO:  Have you rerouted all non-essential power to the engines?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  Drop out of warp before we blow up.
FCO_Hawkes says:
ACO:  Sir, I can pitch us over 180 degrees and fly right under them in the opposite direction.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::moves to a console that's still working and checks on the status::
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: Do it.
AXO_Quchant says:
::runs over to the weapons console::
CEO_Rydyll says:
OPS: Yes, that was one of the first things to be done.  Unfortunately, on a ship this size, there isn't much in the unnecessary department.
CMO_Balena says:
::steps into engineering:: CEO: Where is the emergency?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::drops out of warp, and flips the ship over, goes to full impulse::
AXO_Quchant says:
CIV: Get on the torpedoes...you get a lock...you fire...got it mister?
AXO_Quchant says:
::starts acquiring locks on the Ouit and fires the pulse phasers:
CIV_S`Sath says:
XO: Yes sir
CEO_Rydyll says:
::points to OPS:: CMO: A console overloaded and burned his pants.  His leg didn't look good.
FCO_Hawkes says:
*CEO*:  Engineering, warp drive is yours again...  Thanks for trying.
CIV_S`Sath says:
::fires the torpedoes after acquiring lock::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
FCO:  On screen.  Let's look them in the eye.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Thinks for a few seconds and then turns to Balena.::  CMO:  I'm sure you'll be able to fix it.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::feels the ship slow down:: *FCO*: I'll get you more as soon as I can.  Rydyll out.
AXO_Quchant says:
::keeps firing phasers on the Ouit::
CMO_Balena says:
::moves over to the OPS:: OPS: Mr. Sanford your start be my most frequent patient
FCO_Hawkes says:
Self:  Sooner would be better.
Host ACO_Santiago says:
*OPS*:  Cmdr if you are up to it.  We will need you on the bridge.
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out his tricorder and starts to scan his leg::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::starts rerouting power around the burned out conduits::
OPS_Sanford says:
CMO:  I can't complain about the hospitality.  *ACO*:  I'm on my way Commander.  ::Heads for the doors.::
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The Oiut ships come into weapons range and fire their weapons at the Pharaoh.  The Pharaoh is hit and the LRS go offline.  Sparks fly all over the bridge but somehow she holds together.  The AXO fires true and one Oiut ship is hit directly.  Their shields drop to 85%
CEO_Rydyll says:
EOs: Okay, the damaged conduits are dead.  Get them replaced.
AXO_Quchant says:
::notices the hit::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::looks up to see OPS leaving::  CMO: You released him for duty that quickly?
AXO_Quchant says:
CIV: Target the vessel I hit,.  Full spread
OPS_Sanford says:
CEO: No he didn't... Santiago needs me. ::Presses the button on the doors.::
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The first torpedo misses the first Oiut ship who is able to dodge out of the way but locks onto the ship behind and is a direct hit.  Their propulsion goes off line and they are dead in the water
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out a dermal regenerator and runs it of his leg::
OPS_Sanford says:
CMO:  Can't you spray it with something?
FCO_Hawkes says:
::tries to coax additional power from the impulse engines::
OPS_Sanford says:
CMO:  I'm needed on the Bridge.
CIV_S`Sath says:
XO: Aye sir ::targets vessel 1 full spread::
CEO_Rydyll says:
::raises an eyebrow at OPS::  OPS: Warriors fight through pain, but they also know when to be treated.  The smell from your leg will affect all who work around you if you insist on working without complete treatment, Commander.  But, it is your choice.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::starts a diagnostic on the warp engines::
CMO_Balena says:
::finishes with the regenerator:: OPS: Okay your all set but make sure you stop by sickbay an get some dermaline gel
CMO_Balena says:
::starts to pack up his med kit::
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods at the Doctor.::  CEO:  I'll be back when I can.  ::Leaves Engineering for the turbolift.::  Computer:  Bridge.
CMO_Balena says:
::heads up toward the bridge again::
OPS_Sanford says:
CMO:  Quite a mess we've gotten ourselves into this time.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The first Oiut ship fires full force on the Pharaoh as the Pharaoh flies underneath it knocking the Pharaoh's engines off line.  The spread of torpedoes from the Pharaoh hits the Oiut ship full force and knocks their propulsion off line.  All three ships are now dead in the water.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Feels the ship get hit and he's rocked inside the turbolift.::
AXO_Quchant says:
FCO: maundering thrusters....point us at them
FCO_Hawkes says:
:;slams first on console::  All:  Engines are off line!
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::Gets up slowly::  FCO:  Engine status?
Host ACO_Santiago says:
CIV:  Status of the Ouit?
CEO_Rydyll says:
*OPS*: Your choice, Commander, but I ask you not to return until you no longer smell like the remains of a pork roast.  I must think of my engineers.
CMO_Balena says:
OPS: Yes it is I just hope that we get out of it soon. Not sure how much this crew can take
CEO_Rydyll says:
::swears loudly as the engines go completely offline::
CIV_S`Sath says:
CO: All three ships are dead in space.
OPS_Sanford says:
::Gets onto the Bridge and takes his station once again.::
AXO_Quchant says:
CIV...do you still have a lock on the Ouit?
FCO_Hawkes says:
ALL:  I've got nothing, all propulsion systems are down.
CMO_Balena says:
::steps onto the bridge:: CIV: Okay lets take a look at that headache
Host Beth says:
INFO: Shields are down to 40% and weapons are offline
CEO_Rydyll says:
*Bridge*: I'm working on it!  Rydyll out!
AXO_Quchant says:
::notices the weapons status blinking at him::
FCO_Hawkes says:
::looks helplessly at the attitude orientation alarm flashing away on his console::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: Dammit Santi...we're dead and helpless in the water
OPS_Sanford says:
ACO:  I'm back Commander.  ::Brings up the readings on the energy readings on the ship.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Maybe the Ouit will want to talk now...
Host ACO_Santiago says:
OPS:  Hail the Ouit.
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out his tricorder and scans the CIV::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  They don't look any better off right now...  maybe just maybe they will need out help?
OPS_Sanford says:
::Nods and hails the Ouit Ship.::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: We may need theirs
Host Beth says:
@<Captain Potuka>COM:ACO: What do you want?
CMO_Balena says:
::pulls out the hypo and gives the CIV something for the pain::
CEO_Rydyll says:
Self: Okay, start from the bottom.  Everything's out...thrusters then impulse then warp...::starts to work::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
::walks over to the AXO::  AXO:  If need be use the shuttles.:: Whispers::  We can use they weapons systems to finish off what we started.  If their weapons are down.  We have a fighting chance and maybe the advantage.
AXO_Quchant says:
::raises his eyebrows at the ACO::
AXO_Quchant says:
ACO: Good grief...you are evil...
OPS_Sanford says:
::Reroutes some power from systems not being used to some systems that are needed to be online.::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
COM:Captain Potuka:  Just to talk and maybe come to some kind of agreement.  I'm Commander Santiago, Commanding Officer.  Whom am I speaking too...
AXO_Quchant says:
::runs over to the tactical console and takes remote control of a shuttle::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
AXO:  Or just pushed to far.... we need to get the upper hand.  ::Whispers::
AXO_Quchant says:
::slowly opens the shuttle bay doors::
CEO_Rydyll says:
Jo: Take charge of replacing those conduits.
AXO_Quchant says:
::starts the shuttle on maundering thrusters only::
Host Beth says:
@<Captain Potuka>COM:ACO: I am Captain Potuka of the warship Koli.  You have terrorists on board.  Consider yourself under arrest.
CEO_Rydyll says:
Flo: Check for any other damage in the power transfer areas.
CEO_Rydyll says:
::crawls under the damaged console and starts to work::
Host ACO_Santiago says:
COM:Captain Potuka: Hmmm yeah.. about that.  Not happening and right now you cant do anything about it.  So pointless threat.  Try again.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: As the shuttle moves slowly and deftly towards the disabled Oiut ships and as the other two Oiut ships approach rapidly, suddenly proximity alarms ring out on all ships as two giants vessels declaim above them.
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

